
Explore the immense Lake Victoria from a canoe, taking in the tranquillity and 
bird sounds. Two of you in one of the two tandem canoes, or embark on a solo 
adventure in a one-person canoe. Wake up during a relaxed canoe trip in the 
morning, or one taking in the sunset. Enjoy a refreshing dip in Lake Victoria 
along the way, watching the children play at Speelland Beekse Bergen. 

For: Aged 12 and up, under 12s accompanied by an adult
Time: 1.5 hours 
Price: €10 p.p.
Meeting point: Holiday Park Beekse Bergen Info Shop
When: Every day from April to October.

Canoeing

Geocaching is a global treasure hunt where the digital and real world come 
together. This is a treasure hunt based on GPS coordinates. You get busy with 
geocaching using these coordinates and your GPS (or smartphone). What 
you’re looking for during the geocaching is always a puzzle, and that’s what 
makes this outside activity so fun. Specially customised, we offer a Beekse 
Bergen treasure hunt for young and old alike. Prepare to be amazed, and 
discover the world of Beekse Bergen.

For: Aged 12 and up, 1 to 6 people per group
Duration: 9:00 am to 1:00 am and 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Price: €10 per device per session (€50 deposit)
Meeting point: Holiday Park Beekse Bergen Info Shop When: Daily
When: Daily from April to October.

Geocaching hunt



Do you want to go totally Back2Basic? Enjoy a Bushcraft Cooking package 
deal and learn to prepare dishes on a fire you make yourself. You can’t get 
more Back2Basic than this! You have three different levels to choose from: 
beginner, advanced and extreme.
As a beginner, you learn how to make a fire using various techniques. You 
end by baking a loaf of bread over a fire you’ve made yourself. With the 
advanced Bushcraft Cooking package, you yourself get busy chopping wood 
with various tools. With extreme Bushcraft Cooking, you start off by getting 
to grips with various wood-cutting techniques, then make your own fire, and 
round off by preparing a wonderful meal over the fire you’ve made.

For: All ages (minimum participation: 4 people) 
Duration: Beginner 2 hours, Advanced 4 hours Extreme 6 hours 
Price: Beginner €12.50 p.p., Advanced €30 p.p. and Extreme €50 p.p.
Meeting point: Back2Basic Hang Out
When: Reservation compulsory.

Bushcraft Cooking
Note: For Back2Basic 

guests only

How about some relaxation? Wake up during the relaxing Sup & Yoga 
package deal, or round off the day on the sup, while enjoying the sunset. You 
take to the water on your own sup board, guided by an experienced yoga 
instructor. Relish the total tranquillity around you while working on your 
balance and muscle gain.

For: Aged 12 and up, swimming certificate mandatory 
Duration: Various times possible 
Price: €30 p.p.
Meeting point: Africa Club
When: Every Tuesday evening from 1 July to 4 September.

Sup & Yoga
Note: For Back2Basic 

guests only and always 
weather permitting


